
THURSDAY
Schedule

9:00 – 9:30   From 3D to 2D 

9:30 - 10:30   Dat(a)ctors 

10:30 - 12:00   Dat(a)ctor Prototyping

12:00 – 1:30  Break

1:30 –  2:00  Collaborative Project Discussion +
 Aesthetic Engagement

2:30 - 4:00  Collaborative Project

Some more drawing….





Dat(a)ctors – how can data displays become more
than just beautiful information, but useful deliverables

that do things in the world? 

Rescue time







Rather than merely visually enhancing our research (or making it pretty), the act of data
visualization can bring completely new insights and unexpected findings. Today we will
examine how data displays themselves can become (more than just beautiful information but)
useful, real-world deliverables. I call these examples data(a)ctors – data visualizations that do
things in the world. We will discuss variety of dat(a)ctors (including data matrices, data
sculptures, data murals, and deep data maps) as well as discuss our own work.

Dat(a)ctors can take a variety of forms, including data matrices, data sculptures, data murals,
and deep data maps. 

Falling Fruit
Ethan Welty and Caleb Phillips, who created a crowdsourced online map to track the food
growing in the wild in cities across the globe.

"We need to be thinking about our entire food system
to be more efficient and feed people. Let’s produce as

https://www.macstories.net/stories/life-after-cancer-how-the-iphone-helped-me-achieve-a-healthier-lifestyle/%0A


much as food as we can as close to the place that
we’re going to consume it, because that’s the most

efficient thing to do. My biggest hope with Falling Fruit
is that we can make some contribution towards really

changing what cities look like in the future."

538 Video -  @4:00 min

Sebastian Errazuriz used the side of his Brooklyn studio to highlight military 
CNN New Link

http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-collectors-food-cartographers/%0A
http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2010/11/17/american-kills-public-art-highlights-military-suicide/
http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2010/11/17/american-kills-public-art-highlights-military-suicide/%0A


Data Murals

http://caliban.lbl.gov/panoramas/mural.jpg


We help a group find a story in their data, collaboratively crete a
visual design that tells the story, and then paint it as a community
mural.  https://datatherapy.org/data-mural-gallery/

https://datatherapy.org/data-mural-gallery/


Created by residents of Jamaica Plains, Boston (January 2013)
Read: How to Create a Data Mural

Thinglink Blog Post on Civic Engagement
Communicating with constituents and encouraging civic engagement is not a simple task.
Public institutions often have complex information to relay, reluctant participants, and do all
this while competing with other forms of media for attention.
Interactive images and videos are a great way to streamline communications to make them
digestible, effective, and fun. Replace long, wordy documents with easy to read graphics that
merge digital and written content in a way that connects with constitutents. 

https://datatherapy.org/data-mural-gallery/how-to-make-a-data-mural/
http://blog.thinglink.com/marketing/increasing-civic-engagement?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=35109191&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Nm0sazECKys2tN-SeTQa21AN6dLY-Q08DyuB_9FXLeIlc25fxW3YluO3CJbEKlxc4E5rOf8Ry42B6yqdZjP1J5YBxOw&_hsmi=35109191%0A






Are you making the most of your weeks?

http://waitbutwhy.com/2014/05/life-weeks.html




https://climateclock.net/

1:30 –  2:00  Collaborative Project Discussion +
Audience Engagement

Friendly vs Unfriendly Data Graphics

https://climateclock.net/


Rating Aesthetic Engagement

PDF File

Representative Connections - Meaning through connections that
represented previous associations and encounters.This kind of engagement illuminates
aspects of one’s connectedness to each other and to the external world—to people, places
and ideas that lay beyond the individual. Representative connections include associations
that were familiar, typical, cultural, characteristic, or symbolic. How is “representation” at play
in the piece at hand?







Sensory Connections - Meaning through sensory connections. What meaning
is made via direct participation through the senses? Which senses? In what instances?



Appreciative Connections Aesthetic meaning through appreciative
connections. One can demonstrate appreciation through the quality of one’s attention and
observation. An attribute of an appreciative experience is conscious presence and attention.
This kind of noticing notably heightens or enhances the quality of an experience for the
audience. How does the piece elicit “appreciation?”







Formal – logos Aesthetic meaning through shared or common associations of logic
and reason. These associations are generally made based on how one perceives and
responds to the given mode (the way or manner) of external representation. This kind of
engagement speaks to the “logic” of the work at hand. These elements may include formal
and informal design principles, styles, techniques, movements, and genres. How does the
piece draw on “logos/formal connections?”





http://benfry.com/zipdecode/

http://benfry.com/zipdecode/
http://benfry.com/zipdecode/%0A


Emotional – pathos Aesthetic meaning through emotional associations. Works
can evoke a wide array of emotions, such as delight, awe, anger, and revulsion. Often these
emotional associations proceed to move one to reflection, decision or action. How does the
piece elicit “pathos/emotional connections?”



Ethical – ethos Aesthetic meaning through credible connections.
Associations are regarded as meaningful because they reflect or represent lived experience,
personal beliefs, knowledge, and societal values. How does the piece elicit “ethos/credible
connections?






